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PTB Series Fertiliser Spreader

The COSMO PTB Series Fertiliser Spreaders, precision engineered in Italy, providing accurate spreading of fertiliser and seed from 8 to 16m 
without the need for a tractor’s PTO connection. Forget about PTO connections as the PTB Series comes with a tow hitch, making it compatible 
with various machines like ATVs, RTVs, tractors and cars.

Designed with a squat hopper for easy loading and a wide wheel-based construction, these spreaders offer stability, reduced soil compaction, 
and improved traction with a larger capacity. 

The metal hopper boasts a seamless design, spun from a single sheet of steel, ensuring strength and reliability. Metal parts, including the 
braced and reinforced tubular frame, are protected with a two-stage polyurethane finish, providing long-lasting durability.

Drive system
Single-speed metal gearbox 
gains power by being towed; 
pneumatic tyres (20” x 10”) 
with metal rims (8”), height-
adjustable drawbar and tow-ball 
hitch (50mm).

Gearbox
Gearbox has been designed so 
the operator can disconnect the 
disc (stop it spinning) when they 
are in transit and not spreading.

Wide, squat hopper
Conical shape minimises 
fertiliser wastage while the 
smooth internal finish ensures 
even distribution to the exits.

Twin exits
Lateral (side) exits, with a cable 
opening system for bottom 
exit points, provide versatile 
spreading options allowing the 
operator to achieve left, right or 
full coverage.

Stainless steel front shield.

Large Ø500mm stainless steel
disc
Six adjustable stainless steel 
vanes offer the operator 
additional spreading pattern 
adjustment, while the direct drop 
of material onto the spinner disc 
ensures uniform and precise 
distribution.

Code CPTB-560
Size reference 560ltr Tow Type Spinner Spreader

Capacity (lt/kg) 485 / 480

Spreading width (m) 8 - 16

Dimensions

 Width (mm) 1900

 Depth (mm) 2100

 Height (mm) 1400

Weight (kg) 140

Options

902.004  
Hopper cover (PTB560) 
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